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Abstract. In this paper we define an unranked nominal language, an
extension of the nominal language with tuple variables and term tuples. We define the unification problem for unranked nominal terms and
present an algorithm solving the unranked nominal unification problem.
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Introduction

Solving equations between logic terms is a fundamental problem with many
important applications in mathematics, computer science, and artificial intelligence. It is needed to perform an inference step in reasoning systems and
logic programming, to match a pattern to an expression in rule-based and functional programming, to extract information from a document, to infer types in
programming languages, to compute critical pairs while completing a rewrite
system, to resolve ellipsis in natural language processing, etc. Unification and
matching are well-known techniques used in these tasks.
Unification (as well as matching) is a quite well-studied topic for the case
when the equality between function symbols is precisely defined. This is the
standard setting. There is quite some number of unification algorithms whose
complexities range from exponential [34] to linear [31]. Besides, many extensions
and generalizations have been proposed. Those relevant to our interests are equational unification (more precisely, associative unification with unit element) (see,
e.g., [7]), word unification [10,17,29], and sequence unification [22,25,26]. There
are some good surveys on unification [8, 11, 18, 19].
Nominal logic [12, 33] extends first-order logic with primitives for renaming
via name-swapping, for freshness of names, and for name-binding. Such kind of
constructs are important in meta-programming and meta-deduction. Nominal
logic provides a simple formalism for reasoning about abstract syntax modulo
α-equivalence. A nominal term a.t is an example of abstraction, binding every
occurrence of atom a in t. Term equality (t ≈ t0 ) in nominal language is considered modulo renaming of bound variables (atoms), i.e., it is α-equivalence,
formalized inside the language itself. The α-equivalence is a meta-relation in
first-order syntax, but it is formulated at the object level in nominal languages.
?
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For such formulations it is important to explicitly define which atom can be
considered as a new atom for a given term. This relation (a#t), called freshness
relation, is also formulated on the object level in nominal languages.
Solving equations between nominal terms needs a special unification algorithm [39], which is first-order, but can be also seen from the higher-order perspective via mapping from/to higher-order pattern unification [28]. The standard
nominal language contains fixed-arity symbols and one kind of variable, corresponding to individual variables from first-order syntax. In nominal languages, a
unification problem, e.g. a.x ≈? b.y, is solved by a pair h{b#x}, {y 7→ (a b) · x}i.
The first component of the solution, the freshness constraint b#x, requires that
b should not occur free in any possible instantiation of x. The second component,
the substitution, tells us that the solution must replace the variable y with the
term (a b) · x. The latter means that atoms a and b are swapped in every possible
instantiation of x.
As we mentioned above, the constructs provided by nominal logic are important for meta-deduction. However, this formalism, as well as many representation
formats for formalized mathematics typically do not provide a structural analog
for ellipses (. . . ) which are commonly used in mathematical texts [14, 15]. In the
literature, the latter problem has been addressed by permitting unranked (also
known as variadic, flexary, or flexible arity) symbols in the language, introducing
sequences in the meta-level, and extending the language with sequence variables,
see, e.g., [15, 20, 21, 24].
In this paper we present a combination of these two approaches, extending
nominal languages by unranked symbols and studying the fundamental computational mechanism for them: unification. However, unlike the above mentioned
unranked languages, where sequences are introduced in the meta-level, nominal syntax allows us to introduce their analogs in the object level. This is done
by generalizing already existing syntactic constructs, pairs, to arbitrary tuples.
They should be flat, which is achieved by imposing a special α-equivalence rule
for them.
Term pairs, which are a part of nominal syntax in some papers (e.g., [2, 39])
have been extended to term tuples in [3, 4], but our approach differs in that we
additionally introduce variables that can be instantiated by tuples (tuple variables, that resemble sequence variables), and the mentioned notion of flatness.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define the language. The
unification rules and a strategy that guarantees soundness and tries to minimize
redundant computations are discussed in Section 3. Some terminating fragments
of unranked nominal unification are introduced in Section 4. In Section 5, we
discuss related problems and explain our design choices. Section 6 concludes.
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Unranked Nominal Language

In our signature we have pairwise disjoint sets of atoms (a, b, . . .), function symbols (f, g, . . .), individual variables (x, y, . . .), tuple variables (X, Y, . . .), and the
tuple constructor hi. Permutations are a finite (possibly empty) sequence of
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swappings, which are pairs of atoms (a b). We use π to denote permutations,
write id for the identity (empty) permutation and π1 ◦ π2 for concatenating two
permutations.
An unranked nominal term (t, s, . . ., shortly a term) is either an individual
term r, a tuple variable with a suspended permutation π · X, or a possibly empty
tuple of terms ht1 , . . . , tn i:
t ::= r | π · X | ht1 , . . . , tn i,

n ≥ 0,

where individual terms are defined by the grammar
r ::= a | a.t | π · x | f ht1 , . . . , tn i,

n ≥ 0.

We will write t : ι to indicate that t is an individual term. The terms π · x and
π · X are called suspensions. We skip π if π = id . The inverse of a permutation
π, denoted by π −1 , is obtained by reversing the list of swappings from π.
Permutation action on terms is defined as follows:
– id · a = a.
–
–
–
–
–


if π · a = a2 ,
 a1 ,
if π · a = a1 ,
((a1 a2 ) ◦ π) · a = a2 ,

π · a, otherwise.
π · (a.t) = (π · a).(π · t).
π · (π 0 · x) = (π ◦ π 0 ) · x and π · (π 0 · X) = (π ◦ π 0 ) · X.
π · (f ht1 , . . . , tn i) = f (π · ht1 , . . . , tn i), and
π · ht1 , . . . , tn i = hπ · t1 , . . . , π · tn i.

The disagreement set of two permutations π and π 0 is defined as ds(π, π 0 ) ::=
{a | π · a 6= π 0 · a}. Further, we often omit expressions like a 6= b, assuming that
atoms differ by their names.
Substitution is a mapping from individual variables to individual terms and
from tuple variables to tuples such that all but finitely many individual variables are mapped to themselves, and all but finitely many tuple variables are
mapped to singleton tuples consisting of that variable only (i.e., mapping X to
hXi). They are usually written as finite sets, e.g., [x1 7→ t1 , . . . , xn 7→ tn , X1 7→
ht11 , . . . , t1n1 i, . . . , Xm 7→ htm1 , . . . , tmnm i]. We use the letter σ for substitutions
in general and ε for the identity substitution, i.e., ε(x) = x and ε(X) = hXi for
all individual and tuple variables x and X.
Application of a substitution σ to a term t is defined as follows:
–
–
–
–
–

aσ = a.
(a.t)σ = a.tσ.
(f ht1 , . . . , tn i)σ = f ht1 , . . . , tn iσ.
ht1 , . . . , tn iσ = ht1 σ, . . . , tn σi, where nested tuples are flattened.
(π · x)σ = π · σ(x) and (π · X)σ = π · σ(X), where π acts on σ(x) and σ(X)
as permutation action.
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For instance, for a substitution
σ = [x 7→ f hb.bi, X 7→ ha, f hc.c, (a c) · Zii, Y 7→ hi]
we have
a.f h(a b) · x, (a b) · X, (a b) · Y iσ = a.f hf ha.ai, b, f hc.c, (a b)(a c) · Zii.
A freshness environment (denoted by ∇) is a list of freshness constraints
a#x and a#X, meaning that the instantiations of x and X cannot contain free
occurrences of a. The flatness property of tuples is formalized by the axiom
≈ -flat. (where n ≥ 0, k ≥ 0, m ≥ 0)
The equivalence (≈) is defined by the following rules:
∇ ` hi ≈ hi

≈ -unit

∇`a≈a

≈ -atom

∇ ` ht1 , . . . , tn , ht01 , . . . , t0k i, t001 , . . . , t00m i ≈ ht1 , . . . , tn , t01 , . . . , t0k , t001 , . . . , t00m i

≈ -flat

∇ ` t1 ≈ t01 . . . ∇ ` tn ≈ t0n
≈ -tuple
∇ ` ht1 , . . . , tn i ≈ ht01 , . . . , t0n i
∇ ` ht1 , . . . , tn i ≈ ht01 , . . . , t0n i
≈ -application
∇ ` f ht1 , . . . , tn i ≈ f ht01 , . . . , t0n i
t ≈ t0
≈ -abst.1
∇ ` a.t ≈ a.t0

∇ ` t ≈ (a b) · t0 ∇ ` a#t0
≈ -abst.2
∇ ` a.t ≈ b.t0

a#x ∈ ∇ for all a ∈ ds(π, π 0 )
≈ -susp.1
∇ ` π · x ≈ π0 · x
a#X ∈ ∇ for all a ∈ ds(π, π 0 )
≈ -susp.2
∇ ` π · X ≈ π0 · X
and the freshness predicate (#) is defined by:
#-unit

∇ ` a#t1 . . . ∇ ` a#tn
#-tuple
∇ ` a#ht1 , . . . , tn i

#-atom

∇ ` a#ht1 , . . . , tn i
#-application
∇ ` a#f ht1 , . . . , tn i

∇ ` a#hi

∇ ` a#b

∇ ` a#a.t

∇ ` a#t
#-abst.2
∇ ` a#b.t

#-abst.1

(π −1 · a#x) ∈ ∇
#-susp.1
∇ ` a#π · x

(π −1 · a#X) ∈ ∇
#-susp.2
∇ ` a#π · X

Proposition 1. Given a freshness context ∇, a permutation π, an atom a and
a term t, we have:
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(1) If ∇ ` a#π · t then ∇ ` π −1 · a#t.
(2) If ∇ ` π · a#t then ∇ ` a#π −1 · t.
(3) If ∇ ` a#t then ∇ ` π · a#π · t.
Proof. Using induction on the structure of t and the fact that π · a = b iff
a = π −1 · b. The last statement is the consequence of (2) and the fact that
permutations are bijections on atoms.
t
u
The size of a term t, denoted by |t|, is defined by:
|π · x| = |π · X| = |a| = |hi| = 1,

|a.t| = 1 + |t|,

|f ht1 , . . . , tn i| = 1 + |ht1 , . . . , tn i|,

|ht1 , . . . , tn i| = 1 + |t1 | + . . . + |tn |.

Further, we define the size of an equation as |t ≈ t0 | = |t| + |t0 | and the size of a
freshness constraint as |a#t| = |t|.
Theorem 1. ≈ is an equivalence relation.
Proof. Similar to the corresponding results from [5, 39].
– Reflexivity is by a simple induction on the structure of terms.
– Transitivity is by an induction on the size of terms using the properties:
• permutations can be moved from one side of the freshness relation to the
other by forming the inverse permutation (Proposition 1).
• the freshness relation is preserved under ≈ and permutation actions.
– Symmetry is by a simple induction on the structure of terms using the Proposition 1 and preservation of freshness under alpha-equivalence.
t
u
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Unification

An unranked nominal unification problem P is a finite set of equational t ≈? t0 or
freshness problems a#? t. Tuples occurring in the unification problem are always
flattened (e.g. after substitution application, etc.). A solution for P is a pair
(∇, σ) such that for all problems t ≈? t0 in P we have ∇ ` σ(t) ≈ σ(t0 ) and for
all problems a#? t in P we have ∇ ` a#σ(t).
To describe the unification algorithm we use so called labeled transformation
σ
∇
of unification problems: P =⇒ P 0 and P =⇒ P 0 which are given below (note
0
0
that if in ≈-susp.1,2 π = π , then ds(π, π ) and thus {a#? x, X | a ∈ ds(π, π 0 )}
is empty; V (t) denotes the set of variables occurring in t):
ε

(≈? -atom)

{a ≈? a} ∪ P =⇒ P.

(≈? -unit)

{hi ≈? hi} ∪ P =⇒ P.

ε

ε

(≈? -function) {f ht1 , . . . , tn i ≈? f ht01 , . . . , t0m i} ∪ P =⇒
{ht1 , . . . , tn i ≈? ht01 , . . . , t0m i} ∪ P.
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ε

(≈? -abst.1)

{a.t ≈? a.t0 } ∪ P =⇒ {t ≈? t0 } ∪ P.

(≈? -abst.2)

{a.t ≈? b.t0 } ∪ P =⇒ {t ≈? (a b) · t0 , a#? t0 } ∪ P.

(≈? -susp.1)

{π · x ≈? π 0 · x} ∪ P =⇒ {a#? x | a ∈ ds(π, π 0 )} ∪ P.

(≈? -susp.2)

{π · X ≈? π 0 · X} ∪ P =⇒ {a#? X | a ∈ ds(π, π 0 )} ∪ P.

(≈? -tuple)

{ht, t1 , . . . , tn i ≈? ht0 , t01 , . . . , t0m i} ∪ P =⇒

ε

ε

ε

ε

{t ≈ t0 , ht1 , . . . , tn i ≈? ht01 , . . . , t0m i} ∪ P,
where t and t0 are not tuple variables.
(≈? -proj.1)

σ

{hπ · X, t1 , . . . , tn i ≈? ht01 , . . . , t0m i} ∪ P =⇒
{ht1 σ, . . . , tn σi ≈? ht01 σ, . . . , t0m σi} ∪ P σ,
where σ = [X 7→ hi].

(≈? -proj.2)

σ

{ht1 , . . . , tn i ≈? hπ · X, t01 , . . . , t0m i} ∪ P =⇒
{ht1 σ, . . . , tn σi ≈? ht01 σ, . . . , t0m σi} ∪ P σ,
where σ = [X 7→ hi].

(≈? -widen.1)

σ

{hπ · X, t1 , . . . , tn i ≈? ht, t01 , . . . , t0m i} ∪ P =⇒
{hX 0 , t1 σ, . . . , tn σi ≈? ht01 σ, . . . , t0m σi} ∪ P σ,
where σ = [X 7→ π −1 · ht, X 0 i], X 6∈ V (t).

(≈? -widen.2)

σ

{ht, t1 , . . . , tn i ≈? hπ · X, t01 , . . . , t0m i} ∪ P =⇒
{ht1 σ, . . . , tn σi ≈? hX 0 , t01 σ, . . . , t0m σi} ∪ P σ,
where σ = [X 7→ π −1 · ht, X 0 i], X 6∈ V (t).

(≈? -var.1)

σ

{π · x ≈? t : ι} ∪ P =⇒ P σ,
where σ = [x 7→ π −1 · t], x 6∈ V (t).

(≈? -var.2)

σ

{t : ι ≈? π · x} ∪ P =⇒ P σ,
where σ = [x 7→ π −1 · t], x 6∈ V (t).

(≈? -var.3)

σ

{π · X ≈? t} ∪ P =⇒ P σ,
where σ = [X 7→ hπ −1 · ti], X 6∈ V (t).

(≈? -var.4)

σ

{t ≈? π · X} ∪ P =⇒ P σ,
where σ = [X 7→ hπ −1 · ti], X 6∈ V (t).
∅

(#? -atom)

{a#? b} ∪ P =⇒ P.

(#? -unit)

{a#? hi} ∪ P =⇒ P.

∅
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∅

(#? -tuple)

{a#? ht1 , . . . , tn i} ∪ P =⇒ {a#? t1 , . . . , a#? tn } ∪ P.

(#? -function)

{a#? f ht1 , . . . , tn i} ∪ P =⇒ {a#? ht1 , . . . , tn i} ∪ P.

(#? -abst.1)

{a#? a.t} ∪ P =⇒ P.

(#? -abst.2)

{a#? b.t} ∪ P =⇒ {a#? t} ∪ P.

(#? -susp.1)

{a#? π · x} ∪ P =⇒ P, where ∇ = {π −1 · a#x}.

(#? -susp.2)

{a#? π · X} ∪ P =⇒ P, where ∇ = {π −1 · a#X}.

∅

∅

∅

∇

∇

The naive algorithm, as presented in [28], is divided into two phases: first
σ
apply as many =⇒ transformations as possible. It might cause branching due
to tuple variables. On some branches, there might be no equational problems
∇
left. We expand them by =⇒ transformations as long as possible. If we do not
end up with the empty problem, then halt with failure, otherwise from the
σ1
σn
∇1
∇m
sequence of transformations P =⇒
· · · =⇒
P 0 =⇒
· · · =⇒
∅ construct the
solution (∇1 ∪ · · · ∪ ∇m , σn ◦ · · · ◦ σ1 ). Some branches might directly lead to
σ
failure after application of =⇒ rules. Some branches might cause more and more
branching, leading to infinite sets of solutions. Employing some fair strategy of
search tree development, we can have a complete method to enumerate them.
Example 1. We give examples of some unification problems and their solutions:
– Problem: {f ha.hX, x, Y ii ≈? f hb.hf hXi, x, b, cii}.
Solution: (∅, [X 7→ hi, x 7→ f hi, Y 7→ hf hi, a, ci]).
– Problem: {a.b.f hX, bi ≈? b.a.f ha, Xi}.
Solution: (∅, [X 7→ hi]).
– Problem: {f hX, ai ≈? f ha, Y i}.
Solutions: (∅, [X 7→ hi, Y 7→ hi]) and (∅, [X 7→ ha, Zi, Y 7→ hZ, ai]).
If instead of Y we had X, then there would be infinitely many solutions:
(∅, [X 7→ hi]), (∅, [X 7→ hai]), (∅, [X 7→ ha, ai]), . . ..
– Problem: {a.f hX, ai ≈? b.f hb, Xi}.
Solution: (∅, [X 7→ hi]).
– Problem: {a.f hX, ai ≈? b.f hb, Y i}.
Solutions: (∅, [X 7→ hi,Y 7→ hi]) and ({b#Z}, [X 7→ ha, Zi, Y 7→ h(a b)·Z, bi]).
– Problem: {a.f hX, ci ≈? b.f hc, Y i}.
Solutions: (∅, [X 7→ hi, Y 7→ hi]) and ({b#Z}, [X 7→ hc, Zi, Y 7→ h(a b)·Z, ci]).
– Problem: {f hX, Y i ≈? f ha, b, Xi, b#X}.
Solutions: (∅, [X 7→ hi, Y 7→ ha, bi]) and (∅, [X 7→ hai, Y 7→ hb, ai]).
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Without b#X, the problem {f hX, Y i ≈? f ha, b, Xi} has infinitely many
solutions: (∅, [X 7→ hi, Y 7→ ha, bi]), (∅, [X 7→ hai, Y 7→ hb, ai]), (∅, [X 7→
ha, bi, Y 7→ ha, bi]), (∅, [X 7→ ha, b, ai, Y 7→ hb, ai]), (∅, [X 7→ ha, b, a, bi, Y 7→
ha, bi]), (∅, [X 7→ ha, b, a, b, ai, Y 7→ hb, ai]), . . ..
The naive algorithm, described above, can be non-terminating even when
there is a finite number of solutions. This is illustrated by the following example.
Example 2. Let us consider the following unification problem:
{a.f hX, ai ≈? b.f hb, Xi} =⇒≈? -abst.2
{f hX, ai ≈? f ha, (a b) · Xi, a#? f hb, Xi} =⇒≈? -function
{hX, ai ≈? ha, (a b) · Xi, a#? f hb, Xi}
∇

Now, we can apply ≈? -proj.1 rule (followed by ≈? -atom and several =⇒ transformations) to obtain a solution (∅, [X 7→ hi]).
When we apply ≈? -widen.1 rules, we get non-terminating branch:
{hX, ai ≈? ha, (a b) · Xi, a#? f hb, Xi}
{hX1 , ai ≈? hb, (a b) · X1 i, a#? f hb, a, X1 i}
?

[X7→ha,X1 i]

=⇒

[X1 7→hb,X2 i]

=⇒

?

{hX2 , ai ≈ ha, (a b) · X2 i, a# f hb, a, b, X2 i} =⇒ · · ·
∇

But we could apply =⇒ transformations on a subset {a#? f hb, a, X1 i}, obtain
{a#? a, a#? X1 } and stop with failure since a#? a has no solution.
An obvious attempt to fix the problem for such cases would be to delay appli∇
cation of the ≈? -widen.1 and ≈? -widen.2 rules until all possible =⇒ transformations are applied. But we should be careful not to remove freshness constraints
from the problems too early.
Consider the following example: {a ≈? x, a#? x}. If we apply the #? -susp.1
rule first and then ≈? -var.2, we will obtain a wrong solution ({a#x}, [x 7→ a]).
Thus, we should delay application of the #? -susp.1 and #? -susp.2 rules until all
σ
possible =⇒ transformations are applied.
The discussion above leads to the following strategy S:
σ

– first apply as many =⇒ transformations as possible except the ≈? -proj.1,2
and ≈? -widen.1,2 rules.
σ
– if no other =⇒ transformation is possible, ≈? -proj.1,2 and ≈? -widen.1,2
rules can be applied in parallel. However, before the ≈? -widen.1 and ≈?
∇
-widen.2 rules, one should apply as many =⇒ transformations as possible
?
?
except the # -susp.1 and # -susp.2 rules.
– use #? -susp.1 and #? -susp.2 rules if no other rules are applicable.
– If there is at least one equational problem in P such that no transformation
rule is applicable on it, immediately halt the development of that branch
with failure.
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Theorem 2. Given a unification problem P , if the unranked unification algorithm with the strategy S fails on P , then P has no solution; and if it succeeds
on P , then the result is a unifier.
Proof. The idea is that mixing equational and freshness rules except #? -susp.1,2
does not cause soundness problems, since those freshness rules do not affect
variables. Parallel application of widening and projection rules together with
the iteration of the strategy make sure that no solution is lost (cf. Theorem 51
in [22]).
For a unification problem P , the strategy S fails on P if there is at least one
of the following pairs a ≈? b, b ≈? a, a ≈? hi, hi ≈? a, a#? a in P 0 , obtained
by applying simplification rules to P , or there is an occurs check violation in
≈? -var rules. Clearly, P has no solution in these cases.
If the strategy S succeeds on P , then we get a result (∇1 ∪ · · · ∪ ∇n , σ1 ◦ · · · ◦
σm ). The proof continues by simple induction on transitions with the following
induction hypothesis:
σ

– If P =⇒ P 0 and (∇, σ 0 ) is a unifier for P 0 , then (∇, σ ◦ σ 0 ) is a unifier for P .
∇

– If P =⇒ P 0 and (∇0 , σ) is a unifier for P 0 , then (∇ ∪ ∇0 , σ) is a unifier for P .
t
u
Example 3. We demonstrate how the strategy works on a unification problem.
{a.f hX, x, Y, f hy, xii ≈? b.f hghXi, x, b, Z, f hghXi, yii}

=⇒≈? -abst.2

{f hX, x, Y, f hy, xii ≈?
f hgh(a b) · Xi, (a b) · x, a, (a b) · Z, f hgh(a b) · Xi, (a b) · yii,
a#? f hghXi, x, b, Z, f hghXi, yii}

=⇒≈? -function

{hX, x, Y, f hy, xii ≈?
hgh(a b) · Xi, (a b) · x, a, (a b) · Z, f hgh(a b) · Xi, (a b) · yii,
[X7→hi]

a#? f hghXi, x, b, Z, f hghXi, yii}

=⇒≈? -proj.1

Note, that at this point ≈? -widen.1 is not applicable because of occurs check:
X ∈ V (gh(a b) · Xi).
{hx, Y, f hy, xii ≈? hghi, (a b) · x, a, (a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii,
a#? f hghi, x, b, Z, f hghi, yii}

=⇒≈? -tuple

{x ≈? ghi, hY, f hy, xii ≈? h(a b) · x, a, (a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii,
[x7→ghi]

a#? f hghi, x, b, Z, f hghi, yii}

=⇒≈? -var.1

{hY, f hy, ghiii ≈? hghi, a, (a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii,
a#? f hghi, ghi, b, Z, f hghi, yii}.
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Now, we have two branches: (a) continue again with ≈? -proj.1, followed by
∇
≈? -tuple and several =⇒ transformations (given also below), leading to the
∇
failure; and (b) continue with the =⇒ transformations followed by ≈? -widen.1:
{hY, f hy, ghiii ≈? hghi, a, (a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii,
a#? f hghi, ghi, b, Z, f hghi, yii}

=⇒#? -function

{hY, f hy, ghiii ≈? hghi, a, (a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii,
a#? hghi, ghi, b, Z, f hghi, yii}

=⇒#? -tuple

{hY, f hy, ghiii ≈? hghi, a, (a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii,
a#? ghi, a#? b, a#? Z, a#? f hghi, yi}

=⇒#? -function, tuple

{hY, f hy, ghiii ≈? hghi, a, (a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii,
a#? ghi, a#? b, a#? Z, a#? y}

=⇒#? -function, unit, atom

{hY, f hy, ghiii ≈? hghi, a, (a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii,
[Y 7→hghi,Y1 i]

a#? Z, a#? y}

=⇒≈? -widen.1

{hY1 , f hy, ghiii ≈? ha, (a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii,
[Y1 7→ha,Y2 i]

a#? Z, a#? y}

=⇒≈? -widen.1

{hY2 , f hy, ghiii ≈? h(a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii,
a#? Z, a#? y}.
Note that before the last ≈? -widen.1 rule application we should have the ≈?
-proj.1 branch again leading to the failure.
Now, at this point we have several options:
(1) apply ≈? -proj.1 rule
{hY2 , f hy, ghiii ≈? h(a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii,
[Y2 7→hi]

a#? Z, a#? y}

=⇒≈? -proj.1
[Z7→hi]

{hf hy, ghiii ≈? h(a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii, a#? Z, a#? y}

=⇒≈? -proj.2

{hf hy, ghiii ≈? hf hghi, (a b) · yii, a#? hi, a#? y}

=⇒≈? -tuple, function

{hy, ghii ≈? hghi, (a b) · yi, a#? hi, a#? y}

=⇒≈? -tuple

{y ≈? ghi, ghi ≈? (a b) · y, hi ≈? hi, a#? hi, a#? y}

=⇒≈? -var.1

{ghi ≈? ghi, hi ≈? hi, a#? hi, a#? ghi}

=⇒≈? -function, unit

{a#? hi, a#? ghi}

=⇒#? -function, unit

∅.
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[y7→ghi]

and we obtain the solution (∅, [X 7→ hi, x 7→ ghi, Y 7→ hghi, ai, Z 7→ hi, y 7→ ghi]).
Note, that application of ≈? -widen.2 instead of ≈? -proj.2 rule in this branch
will lead to failure.
(2) applying ≈? -proj.2 rule first is similar to (1), obtaining the same solution.
(3) apply ≈? -widen.1 rule
{hY2 , f hy, ghiii ≈? h(a b) · Z, f hghi, (a b) · yii,
[Y2 7→h(a b)·Z,Y3 i]
=⇒≈? -widen.1

a#? Z, a#? y}

[Y3 7→hi]

{hY3 , f hy, ghiii ≈? hf hghi, (a b) · yii, a#? Z, a#? y}

=⇒≈? -proj.1

{hf hy, ghiii ≈? hf hghi, (a b) · yii, a#? Z, a#? y}

=⇒≈? -tuple, function

{y ≈? ghi, ghi ≈? (a b) · y, hi ≈? hi, a#? Z, a#? y}

=⇒≈? -var.1

{ghi ≈? ghi, hi ≈? hi, a#? Z, a#? ghi}

=⇒≈? -function, unit

{a#? Z, a#? ghi}

=⇒#? -function, unit

{a#? Z}

=⇒#? -susp.2

[y7→ghi]

{a#Z}

∅
and we obtain the solution ({a#Z}, [X 7→ hi, x 7→ ghi, Y 7→ hghi, a, (a b) · Zi, y 7→
ghi]). Note, that application of ≈? -widen.1 again instead of ≈? -proj.1 rule in
this branch will lead to failure.
(4) applying ≈? -widen.2 rule first is similar to (3), obtaining the equivalent
solution ({a#Y2 }, [X 7→ hi, x 7→ ghi, Y 7→ hghi, a, Y2 i, Z 7→ (a b) · Y2 , y 7→ ghi])
(up to renaming of the variables).
It is clear from the example above that our algorithm is not minimal in the
sense that it computes the same or equivalent solutions several times. Finding
restrictions to achieve minimality is a topic for further research.

4

Terminating fragments

Strategy S helps to detect failures early, trying to avoid redundant computations.
However, it can not guarantee termination, even when the solution set is finite.
It is not surprising, since the strategy does not provide the decision algorithm
for unranked nominal unification.
In this section we consider three special cases for which the strategy terminates. They originate from (non-nominal) unranked unification problems with
finite sets of most general unifiers [27] and, hence, keep the same property for
nominal unranked unification. Characterizations of termination based on freshness constraints require further investigation.
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The KIF fragment. In this fragment, every occurrence of tuple variables is in
the last argument of a tuple. The name originates from Knowledge Interchange
Format (KIF), a language designed for representing and sharing information
between disparate computer systems [13]. In KIF, the variables that correspond
to our tuple variables are allowed to occur only as the last arguments in terms.
This is a so-called unitary fragment: solvable unification problems have a single
most general unifier. This property makes it suitable for reasoning, see, e.g.,
[16, 20, 30]. We can simplify the widening rules for this fragment. Instead of
stepwise computation of the substitution, we can at once replace a tuple variable
with the entire tuple in the other side of the equation:
σ

(≈? -widen.KIF.1) {hπ · Xi ≈? ht01 , . . . , t0m i} ∪ P =⇒ P σ,
σ = [X 7→ π

−1

·

ht01 , . . . , t0m i],

where m ≥ 0,

and X 6∈ V (ht01 , . . . , t0m i).

The second widening rule is adapted analogously, and the projection rules can
be dropped as they are subsumed with these KIF-specific widening rules.
Example 4. We illustrate how the KIF-adapted rules are used to solve a unification problem in this fragment.
{f ha.f ha, Xi, ghx, y, Xi, Y i ≈?
f hb.f hb, x, Y i, ghb, Zi, U i}

=⇒≈? -function, tuple

{a.f ha, Xi ≈? b.f hb, x, Y i,
hghx, y, Xi, Y i ≈? hghb, Zi, U i}

=⇒≈? - abst.2, tuple

{f ha, Xi ≈? f ha, (a b) · x, (a b) · Y i, hY i ≈? hU i,
ghx, y, Xi ≈? ghb, Zi, a#? f hb, x, Y i}

=⇒≈? -function, tuple, atom

{hXi ≈? h(a b) · x, (a b) · Y i, ghx, y, Xi ≈? ghb, Zi,
hY i ≈? hU i, a#? f hb, x, Y i}

=⇒≈? -function, tuple

{hXi ≈? h(a b) · x, (a b) · Y i, x ≈? b, hy, Xi ≈? hZi,
[x7→b]

hY i ≈? hU i, a#? f hb, x, Y i}

=⇒≈? -var.1

{hXi ≈? ha, (a b) · Y i, hy, Xi ≈? hZi, hY i ≈? hU i,
a#? f hb, b, Y i}

=⇒#? -function, tuple, atom

{hXi ≈? ha, (a b) · Y i, hy, Xi ≈? hZi, hY i ≈? hU i,
[X7→ha,(a b)·Y i]

a#? Y }

=⇒≈? -widen.KIF.1
[Z7→hy,a,(a b)·Y i]

{hy, a, (a b) · Y i ≈? hZi, hY i ≈? hU i, a#? Y }

=⇒≈? -widen.KIF.2

{hY i ≈? hU i, a#? Y }

=⇒≈? -widen.KIF.1

{a#? U }

=⇒≈? -susp.2

[Y 7→hU i]

{a#U }
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∅.
Hence, the algorithm returns a most general unifier
({a#U }, [X 7→ ha, (a b) · U i, x 7→ b, Z 7→ hy, a, (a b) · U i, Y 7→ hU i]).
Linear fragment. Unification problems in which no variable occurs more than
once are called linear. Unlike the KIF fragment, here there are unification problems that have more than one, but still finitely many solutions. For the linear
fragment we can simplify the unification rules. For instance, in the rules that
eliminate variables (proj, widen, var), the substitution σ does not have to apply
to the whole P , because the eliminated variable can not have any other occurrence in the remaining unification equations. It may occur only in the freshness
constraints and it is sufficient to apply σ only to them. Besides, the occurrence
check does not have to be performed. The ≈? -susp.1 and ≈? -susp.2 rules never
apply. The following is an example of linear unranked nominal unification.
Example 5. Let the unification problem be {a.f hX, ai ≈? b.f hb, Y i}. Then we
have two derivations. The first one is:
{a.f hX, ai ≈? b.f hb, Y i}

=⇒≈? -abst.2, function

{hX, ai ≈? ha, (a b) · Y i, a#? f hb, Y i}

=⇒#? -function, tuple, atom

{hX, ai ≈? ha, (a b) · Y i, a#? Y }

=⇒≈? -proj.1

{hai ≈? ha, (a b) · Y i, a#? Y }

=⇒≈? -tuple, atom

{hi ≈? h(a b) · Y i, a#? Y }

=⇒≈? -proj.2, unit

{a#? hi}

=⇒#? -unit

[X7→hi]

[Y 7→hi]

∅.
It leads to the solution (∅, [X 7→ hi, Y 7→ hi]).
The second derivation is
{a.f hX, ai ≈? b.f hb, Y i}

=⇒≈? -abst.2, function

{hX, ai ≈? ha, (a b) · Y i, a#? f hb, Y i}

=⇒#? -function, tuple, atom

{hX, ai ≈? ha, (a b) · Y i, a#? Y }

=⇒≈? -widen.1

{hX1 , ai ≈? h(a b) · Y i, a#? Y }

[Y 7→h(a b)·X1 ,(a b)·Y1 i]
=⇒≈? -widen.2

{hai ≈? hY1 i, a#? h(a b) · X1 , (a b) · Y1 i}

=⇒#? -tuple

{hai ≈? hY1 i, a#? (a b) · X1 , a#? (a b) · Y1 }

=⇒≈? -widen.2

{hi ≈? hY2 i, a#? (a b) · X1 , a#? hb, (a b) · Y2 i}

=⇒≈? -proj.2, unit

[X7→ha,X1 i]
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[Y1 7→ha,Y2 i]
[Y2 7→hi]

{b#X1 }

{a#? (a b) · X1 , a#? hbi}

=⇒#? -susp.2, tuple, atom

∅.
From this derivation, we get the second unifier ({b#X1 }, {X 7→ ha, X1 i, Y 7→
h(a b) · X1 , bi}).
Matching fragment. Matching equations are those in which variables may occur
only in one side, e.g., left. In this case, we can skip the occurrence check in
variable elimination rules. The ≈? -susp.1,2 and ≈? -susp.2 rules never apply. If
the given problem does not contain freshness constraints, they will not appear
in the result either.
Example 6. The matching problem {f hX, x, Y, (c d)·x, Zi ≈? f ha, b.b, c, a.a, b, di}
has two solutions (∅, {X 7→ hai, x 7→ b.b, Y 7→ hci, Z 7→ hb, di}) and (∅, {X 7→
ha, b.bi, x 7→ c, Y 7→ ha.a, bi, Z 7→ hi}).
Theorem 3. The strategy S for unranked unification algorithm is terminating
in the KIF, linear, and matching fragments.
Proof. For a unification problem P , the measure of the size of P is a tuple of
natural numbers (nx , nX , n≈ , n# ), where nx is the number of different individual
variables occurring in P , nX is the number of different tuple variables occurring
in P , n≈ is the total size of all equational problems in P and n# is the total size
of all freshness problems in P .
∇
nx and nX values are decreased by the ≈? -var rules and all =⇒ transforσ
mations are decreasing n# . Analogously, in general, all =⇒ transformations are
decreasing n≈ , except the ≈? -tuple, ≈? -widen.1 and ≈? -widen.2 rules. Clearly,
≈? -tuple can be applied only finitely many times, since tuples are finite. Next,
it is easy to see that in the specific cases ≈? -widen.1 and ≈? -widen.2 rules are
also decreasing n≈ :
– if P is a unification problem from KIF-fragment, then ≈? -widen.1,2 and
≈? -proj.1,2 rules are replaced by ≈? -widen.KIF.1,2 which are decreasing n≈
(and nX as well).
– if P is a unification problem from linear fragment, then every tuple variable
occurs only once in P , thus ≈? -widen.1,2 rules are decreasing n≈ .
– if P is a matching problem, then there is no tuple variables on the other
side, thus ≈? -widen.1,2 rules are decreasing n≈ in this case as well.
t
u

5

Discussion

Both nominal and unranked languages are important for formalizing informal
mathematical practice. In nominal languages, one can represent and reason with
syntax involving explicitly named bound variables. In unranked languages, one
can express and formalize variadic operators and ellipsis that are ubiquitous
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in mathematical practice. By bringing these two formalisms together, one can
get the best of both worlds, aiming at a combination of nominal and unranked
logical frameworks. Methods for solving term equations, such as unification and
matching, are the core computational mechanism for deduction, rewriting, and
programming in such frameworks. Our work makes a step in this direction,
providing a procedure that combines nominal and unranked features.
Unranked function symbols look similar to associative function symbols with
unit element (A1 symbols). The associativity axiom (for a symbol f ) can be
expressed as f hf hx, yi, zi ≈ f hx, f hy, zii and that e is the unit element of f can
be written as f hx, ei ≈ x and f he, xi ≈ x. Then terms with nested associative
symbols can be flattened, writing, e.g., f hx, y, zi for f hf hx, yi, zi. However, in
equation solving, unranked and A1 symbols behave differently. Even without
nominal binders and freshness atoms, unranked unification and A1-unification
are different problems, which can be illustrated with the following example:
Example 7. If f and g are unranked symbols and X is a tuple variable, then
the unranked unification problem f hX, ghX, cii ≈? f ha, b, gha, b, cii is solved by
{X 7→ ha, bi}. (In this language, tuples are flat.) If we assume that f and g are
A1 symbols and X is an individual variable (in A1 unification problems, tuple
variables do not occur), then the same problem does not have a solution: for
the left hand side, {X 7→ f ha, bi} gives f ha, b, ghf ha, bi, cii, while {X 7→ gha, bi}
leads to f hgha, bi, gha, b, cii. None of them is equal to the right hand side. Even
if we assume that ha, bi is a term of this language and X can be instantiated
with it, we get f hha, bi, ghha, bi, cii as the instance of the left hand side, which is
different from f ha, b, gha, b, cii, since tuples are not flat in these theories.
In recent years, equational nominal unification has been investigated e.g.,
in [1, 3, 6, 36, 37], but associative and associative-unit theories were not among
the studied ones, although α-equivalence modulo associativity has been introduced and formalized in [2] and A-matching rules were given in [9]. One can encode flat tuples via an A1 constructor in a two-sorted language as it was shown,
e.g., in [22]. Combining it with nominal techniques, we would get a nominal A1unification problem of a special kind. However, as we have already mentioned,
nominal associative unification has not been investigated so far and we would
still have to develop a dedicated solving procedure for this problem. (It would
look very similar to our unranked nominal unification algorithm and can be easily
reconstructed along the lines of the latter.) We chose not to follow that path and,
instead, stick to the unranked setting. The same approach is taken, e.g., in [15],
where the authors bring various reasons in favor of the unranked (thereby called
flexary) representation, among them the fact that unranked representation is
often more natural for implementation. As an example, they mention implementations of type theory (e.g., the Twelf logical framework [32]), where unranked
representation is preferred over associative representations both internally and
at the user level. Our own experience with implementing a combination of permissive nominal unification and a restricted version of sequence unification in a
mathematical assistant system [23] confirms this observation.
15

Nominal unification problems have been extended with context variables in
[38]. Relation between context and sequence unification (without nominal terms)
has been studied in [25, 26]. It would be interesting to find a similar connection
between our work and nominal context unification from [38], but it goes beyond
the scope of this paper and can be left for future investigations.

6

Conclusion

We presented an unranked nominal language as an extension of the nominal
language with tuple variables and term tuples. We developed a unification procedure for solving equality and freshness problems for unranked nominal terms
and proved its soundness and completeness. The soundness property is guaranteed by a specific strategy the procedure is based on. At the same time, the
strategy tries to minimize redundant computations.
Some unranked nominal unification problems have an infinite set of solutions.
Our procedure, as a complete method, does not terminate for them. It may
also run forever for some problems with finite set of solutions, which is not
surprising since the strategy is not a decision algorithm. To address this problem,
we identified three practically important finitary fragments of unranked nominal
unification and proved that our procedure terminates for them.
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